Abstract. In nowadays' urban 3D modeling construction, the oblique photography technology growing up to an advancing data acquisition and modeling technology that can get a good performance in 3D scene. However, the model is composed of point cloud and Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN), so that it can't be clicked, queried and implement to other basic functions of GIS. In this paper, we use the dividibility of triangular patches to design a tool which can cut oblique photographic model as well as pick oblique photographic data objects .Moreover it realize the Singlization of the oblique photography model according to the angle of model cutting. Experiments show that the tool can pick up the object with the user's operations. Besides, the object generation will not destroy the structure of the original data and can also completely represent the object.
Introduction
In recent years, the smart city project promoting the demand for the city 3D modeling, people increasingly need 3D spatial information of city which is more useful and easier to analyze to achieve the digital city. Oblique photography technology is a high-tech development in the field of remote sensing in recent years [1] , which carries multiple sensors on the same flight platform to collect images to obtain more complete and accurate attributes at the same time from vertical, oblique and other specific angles [2] . However, those 3D reconstruction methods based on the oblique image, the model of the automated modeling is only a continuous irregular triangulation with texture [3] and cannot be divided according to different geographical entities that can be individually selected. It only can be browsed just like images, and can not complete add, delete, overwrite and check of the geographic elements of data sepretely, which has made a great challenges for the further analysis of models. Therefore, the Singlization of the oblique photography automation modeling has grown up to an important direction for the 3D modeling and application of oblique photography. Singlization refers to each of the geographic object that we want to manage separately is a separated and optional object [4] . The most straightforward method to achieve Singlization is to cut the model, so it is necessary to design a tool that can pick oblique photographic data object.
Chen Xuegong [5] et al. proposed a method to arbitrarily cut the surface of the 3D model, but the algorithm requires a relatively high on the number of triangular patches and the number of cutting surface. When the model is large, it requires a lot of computation to detect each triangle intersection, which leads to a long time. Liu Shaohua [6] et al. proposed a simple polygon triangulation algorithm with inner corner dynamic determination, which can dynamically detect the inner angle of adjacent triangle points of polygon and design a data structure which could make the algorithm easily. But the algorithm needs some additional conditions, there are some difficulties in practical application. The convex hull cut boundary method mentioned by Wang Jiayao [7] and Wu Lixin [8] is not conducive to the maintenance of topological relations between triangles. Garland [9] proposed HFC (Hierarchical Face Clustering) method which needs to continue to choose the most smoothly edge of the implementation of the contraction of the operation of the regional clustering. The method used in this paper uses the OpenSceneGraph library to implement the cutting function of the 3D model of data format .osgb in human-computer interaction. The realization of the function solves the problem of the single model of the oblique photography model. At the same time, the data obtained also provides the data for the research of the automatic generalization of the oblique photography in the modeling process. Now, application of oblique photography model is the focus of attention in the entire industry. The realization of 3D model cutting and separation strictly and GIS function of selection and click on object can really wide the application range of oblique photography.
Segmentation Algorithm Based on Triangular Patches
The monomorphic method of oblique photography model in this paper is cutting triangular patches. The essence of the oblique photography model is TIN, so the essence of our method is to construct the cutting surface according to the points drawn to determine which triangles are retained or removed. This algorithm requires users to draw the outline of artificial objects contour, and obtain limit surface with saving 3D coordinates of points of the user click, and then converting the 3D coordinates into two-dimensional coordinates, which can obtain the minimum external rectangle of the target object. The intersection detection of the node and the minimum bounding rectangle of the limit surface can exclude a large number of disjoint triangles, then we extract, cut and reconstruct the intersect triangles, which can construct a new 3D model carrying on the texture mapping and level of information, it can also be output for a single model.
Construction of Intersect Surfaces
The user interaction could sketch objects and store the coordinates of the user's mapulation. Contours of the feature is a continuous 3D coordinate point. We convert the 3D coordinate aforementioned projected into two-dimensional plane, (x, y, z) → (x, y), and the point set is sequentially connected to obtain the constraint surface. In the experimental scenario, a feature is made up of a part of a node or composed of parts of multiple nodes, so the selection of the feature needs to be selected from the scene of these nodes. And the object selection is based on the outline of the user' mapulation that is a series of cutting points identified by a series of planes, so it completes with the construction of the intersection surface and selection the node that intersect with the intersection surface from the scene.
In spatial coordinate, the three points on different lines determine a unique plane, but the click points are not necessarily on the plane, so it is important to reestablish the cutting points on the basis of the original cutting points. After traversing all the cutting points, we could obtain the maximum and minimum values of the coordinate Z. The original cutting point coordinates X and the coordinate Y are unchanged, and Z is taken as the maximum and minimum respectively. Take the horizonal surface as the quadrilateral ground object as an example: there are four original cutting points and eight cutting points. They share the same Z, the 8 points form 2 planes, as shown in Figure 1 . It is possible that the node is in the plane range, but there is no intersection with the plane, then we need to build a new intersection surface according to the diagonal line, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Intersection Detection
We can get the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) of the node in the two-dimensional plane according to the bounding box, and we just need to determine whether the MBR of the node is intersected with the MBR of the limit surface. If it is intersection, we get the node's texture images, vertex coordinates and texture coordinates through the visitor, and x stored sequentially according to the drawing order of each triangle vertex. And we project the triangle into two-dimensional plane, so as we can judge the positional relationship of each triangle between the limit surface.
There are eight situations were tested by the following figure shown in Figure 3 . According to the computer graphics principle in judging a point whether inside the limit plane, which corresponds above 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 in Figure 3 , we can get the 3D coordinates of the intersection points of the triangle and the limit surface. According to the matrix mapping of the original triangle vertex coordinates and texture coordinates we can obtain limited plane intersection point and vertex texture coordinates. Finally, a new triangle is constructed by the triangle vertex, the triangle and the limit surface intersection point or the limit surface vertex, and the new triangle vertex information is stored on the index order stored by the original triangle vertex. If the situation is triangle 4, the original triangle information is retained directly. If the situation is triangle 8, the original triangle information is not preserved.
We use cross multiplication to judge the position relationship between points and polygons, namely judging the positional relationship of each edge of the limit surface with the point. If the points are on the left or right of all sides of the limit surface, the points are in the limit surface; if not, the points are outside of the limit surface. For the cases 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7, there are different ways to build new triangles as shown in Figure 4 . 
Refactor and Export the Model
We reconstruct a geometric object according to the original triangle information and the new triangle information, and reconstruct a new node object. And then according to the texture mapping, we created a new node texture. The new nodes corresponding to each layer of data are assigned hierarchical information according to their Level of Detail (LOD). Finally, the data is exported in .osgb format.
Experimental Results
In order to verify the effectiveness of this method, this paper uses the oblique photography model to experiment on a Console Application. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . The original oblique photography data has a large number of building models, but it's necessary to analysis a separate building in specific situations. Figure 5 (a) is an original building model, there are many other objects around the building. Figure 5 (b) is a schematic diagram of cutting triangular patches using the method we presented in this paper.
Summary
In view of the shortcomings of existing monomorphic algorithm of oblique photography model, this paper proposes a method for realizing the function of monomerization based on triangular surface cutting. The method can analyze the triangular patches with different intersecting patterns, and propose different clipping schemes to realize the entity separation of the oblique photography model in 3D scene. The method can segment the object with uniform and smooth edges without destroying the structure of the original model. If we want to manage oblique photography model, we must obtain the region of interest. The experiments show that this method is convenient and feasible, and it's easy to realize and has high portability. The target object picked up by the method which can be used in analysis of monomer on the oblique photography models in 3D scene efficiently has a well display.
